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ABSTRACT 
In [3] Korevaar and Dixon have considered an interpolation problem for entire 
fun&ions (stemming from work by Pavlov [4]), which is connected with Miintz - 
approximation on arcs and Macintyre’s conjecture. In this note we give a charac- 
terization of interpolation sequences in terms of a “uniform separation condition”. 
We also give an explicit example which shows that a condition for interpolation 
sequences in [3] is essentially best possible of its kind. 
INTRODUCTION 
We let 0 be the set of all functions o from (0, 00) to (0, oo), which 
satisfy the conditions 
(1) w is increasing, 
(2) m(t)/t is decreasing, 
(3) 7 4qt-w < co. 
The following definition is from [3]. 
DEFINITION 0.1. Let S= (pla} b e an increasing sequence of positive 
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integers. 8 is called an interpolation sequence if there is some w E Q such 
that for every sequence {b,) of complex numbers, lbnl G 1, there is an entire 
function f with the properties 
(4) f b-4 = bfi, 
(5) 1% IfcQl <dl4). 
This definition has its origin in work by Pavlov [4], who used inter- 
polating entire functions to prove results on the Macintyre conjecture. 
Korevaar and Dixon [3] determined conditions which give interpolation 
sequences, and applied the result to certain approximation problems. 
In $ 1 of the present note we give a characterization of interpolation 
sequences in terms of a “uniform separation condition”. In $ 2 we make 
this condition more explicit in an example which shows that the condition 
for interpolation sequences in [3] is essentially best possible of its kind. 
Section 2 can be read independent from section 1. 
0 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF INTERPOLATION SEQUENCES 
We will prove 
THEOREM 1.1. AS’= on) is an interpolation sequence if and only if there 
is a function o E D such that 
(1) n(t)=#fp, ES;pn<t}9co(t) for t>O 
(2) -logpd2<12n I1 -~&kl==4.24 for all 2-h E 8. 
k*n n 
The proof of the “if’‘-part of Theorem 1.1 is based upon Hormanders 
existence theorem for the b-equation ([2] theorem 4.4.2). This method 
has previously been used in connection with interpolation problems in 
several complex variables (cf. [l] and [5]). We formulate Hbrmanders 
theorem only for the case of a single variable. 
THEOREM 1.2. (HCrmander) Let 4 be any subharmonic function in the 
complex plane. Let g E P(CJ). Then there is a solution u E P(q) of the 
equation &u/b~=g, satisfying the growth condition 
(3) J lu12 e -4 (I+ 149-2 ak j- id2 e-*ak 
C 
provided the right hand side is jnite (dL is Lebesgue measure). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1, THE “IF’‘-PART : 
First we construct an interpolating Coo-function. Take y EC” such 
that y(z) = 1 for Iz] < & and v(z) = 0 for IzI > 9. Then put A(x) = 2 b,v(x---p,). 
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A E C” and A(pn) = b,. We will now modify A to get an analytic function 
with the same values in the points pla. We do this by solving 
ih BA 
(4) G = z and u@J = 0 for pn E S, 
and putting f = A --u. This f will solve the interpolation problem if it 
does not grow too rapidly. To apply Theorem 1.2 we put 
(5) #) = 2 logy-& I 1 -z”/& + v(z) 
98 
where w is a subharmonic function which will be chosen later. If we let 
M denote the maximum modulus we have 
Jqr, #, < 2 log JJ (1+ +zi) + M(r, v) = 
= 2 if log (1+ r2/P)dn(t) + M(r, w) 
0 
(n(t) is defined in (1)). By partial integration and (1) 
$ log (1 ++/t2)dn(t) =2 T2 7 *at< 
* 4) 
G2 f tW+ yw(tr) 
1 t(t2+1) 
at = w,l(~). 
It is easy to verify that o1 E ,Q. We will later choose v so that also M(r, v) 
is dominated by a function in Q. We then get 
(6) M(T, 4) <o2(r) for some ws E 52. 
We now apply Theorem 1.2 with g =bA/b~. Since + is chosen so that 
es9 has a nonintegrable singularity at each p,, we must have u(p,) = 0. 
Moreover (3) implies 
(‘1 ,,,<s,, IfI2 dk Cl exp P-P-, 4) + 2 log (1 +r2)l 
since A is bounded. Since IfIs is subharmonic we get 
If(z)1 Q exp OS@]) for some cc)3 E D 
from (6) and (7), which means that f solves the interpolation problem. 
All that remains is to choose v so that M(r, w) is dominated by a function 
in $2 and the right-hand side of (3) becomes finite. This is possible if {pla} 




n 114/~;1-2 a+). 
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We fix n and estimate the infinite product for *-c Iz-p,( < +. 
log rJ [I-zy$$= 7 log Il-z2/t2ldn(t)> 
(9) 
9ka29% 29n 
> - C3 7 &/t2 an(t) 2 - 2 C3 3 (&/t3) n(t) dt, 
% 2% 
WY ~2 7 n(t)/@ dt = 7 n@r)/.+ as Q T up a8. 
2r 2 2 
Obviously the last expression in (10) (as a function of r) belongs to 9. 
The inequalities (8)-(10) together with (2) show that there is some 04 E 9 
such that 
(16) n 11 -z2/& >e-“ac9m) for *< Iz-P~[ <&. 
We will now construct a function ~3 which is slightly larger than 04 
and has the additional property that w*(lzl) is subharmonic. To this end, 
Put 
o*(r)=const. ( yl0g (l++p) aW4(t)+(W4(1)+l) og (l+@)). 
1 
We then define V(X) = w*( 121). Then v is subharmonic and as before we 
see that M(T, V) =0*(r) is dominated by a function in Q. Moreover, if 
the constant is large enough we get 2 Fp, < 00. 
Thus Theorem 1.2 gives a solution to (4) and /=A -u solves the 
interpolation problem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 .I, THE “ONLY IF”-PART: 
Assume S = (pa} is an interpolation sequence and let 00 E $2 be the 
function whose existence is asserted in Definition 0.1. We must prove (1) 
and (2) with some o E 9. First choose an entire f which solves the inter- 
polation problem with br = 1 and b, = 0, n > 1. A standard estimate with 
Jensen’s formula gives 
n(r)dWer+pl; log IfI)<o0(ef-+pl), 
so (1) follows. 
To prove (2) fix n and choose an entire f which solves the interpolation 
problem with b, = 1 and bk = 0 for k# n. We can write 
f(z) = sd2<g<29 Cl- 4PdW2 
kC+n n 
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where G is entire. By the maximum principle 
IG(pdl~Jf(4p~; IGI)<3f(4pn; IfI)< eXp ~0(424 
On the other hand 
G(P,) = l-I Cl- -+d-l 
9,,,2<9k’29,, 
k+n 
since f(pla) = 1. Hence (2) follows and the proof is complete. 
9 2. AN EXAMPLE 
It is not difficult to see that if 
pn > 6 n log n(log log n)2+’ 
for some E, S > 0, then (1) and (2) hold, so {p n is an interpolation sequence > 
(cf. [3]). On the other hand we have 
EXAMPLE 2.1. There is a sequence {pB} with p,> 6 n log n(log log n)s, 
and a corresponding sequence {bn} such that if f is entire and f (pn) = b, then 
(1) 7 M(r; log Ifp-2dr=ca 
Hence for this sequence interpolation is in general not poseible even if we 
let the &ice of o depend on the choice of b, and drop the requirement that 
co(t)/t decreases. 
CONSTRUCTION : First choose a sequence {qj} of integers such that 
qj w exp j. Let the sequence {pn} consist of the qj:s together with, before 
each qj, the .Nf immediately preceding integers (NJ will be chosen later 
with N~<q,/2). Now assume f is entire and f(e) = 1 for j = 1, 2 . . ., while 
f(pn) = 0 for pn #all pi. Fix j for the moment and write 
f(z) = l-T (l -4~n)W) 
ajl2<9,<aj 
with G,(z) entire. Let M(r) =M(r; log If I). 
As before we get 
log IGkdl <MPQ, log I(4) <W%j) 
and consequently 
b= - 1% II ll-PjlPlLI DEW) 
aj12-=9n<aj 
since f(qj) = 1. On the other hand 
4= - 1% *g q*t . > - logiVj!+N510gq,/2> 
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Hence 
(2) 7 M(2r)r2 dr > 7 
1 
gy > 2 I, 7 r-2 dr> 4 2 iVj/qj log qj/2Nf. 
5 Pi 
We now choose N, M q,/j(logj)2. Then (2) implies (l), and we only have 
to check that with this choice {pn} will satisfy 
(3) pn > 6 n log n(log log n)s for some 6 > 0. 
But since pn >n, (pa + l)/(n+ 1) <p&z. Hence, if (3) fails for some pn it 
must fail for the smallest pi larger than pn as well. However 
nW= #bh4 = kZ Nk M & ek/k(log k)2 
which by an integral estimate is of the magnitude ef/j(log j)s. This implies 
qj/n(qj) 2 @(log j)2 and since trivially 
log n(pi)(log log nkM2 ~.Wg~)2~ 
(3) follows. 
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